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He said, with a sneer on his face, “This Chinese drug, just like the MiG 25, I thought it would have some 

complicated chemical ingredients in it, but I didn’t expect it to be all natural plant ingredients, I’ve been 

involved in a lot of reverse R&D in my life, and this is the first time I’ve developed it so quickly! It’s really 

interesting!” 

In fact, it is not difficult to reverse develop a medicine. 

It’s like a lot of cancer drugs that can be easily copied by small pharmaceutical companies in India, with 

little difference in efficacy. 

This is because with chemical drugs, as long as you have the molecular formula and reverse develop the 

synthesis method, there can never be a problem as long as the molecular formula is the same for what 

you make. 

This is like someone preparing hydrogen by electrolysis of water and someone preparing hydrogen by 

reacting aluminium with acid, although the methods are completely different, the result is hydrogen 

with the molecular formula H2, and there will never be any difference between the hydrogen prepared 

by these two methods. 

The fundamental reason why generic drugs are not copied by countries other than India when they are 

so simple is that everyone has to abide by international patent rules and no country except India will 

allow a generic drug that infringes a patent to be marketed. 

So even India’s own generic medicines can in theory only be sold in India itself, and patients from other 

countries who want to buy them can only do so through some rather grey and special routes. 

Some Chinese medicines, although they do not have any special chemical composition, have a botanical 

composition that is readily apparent to professional analytical equipment, so they cannot withstand 

reverse development by others either. 

The way to protect Chinese medicines from being reversed is to register patents early. 

However, China is at a disadvantage because many Chinese medicines have been handed down from 

traditional medical texts, and before the Chinese themselves know how to register patents, they have 

been snapped up by Japan and Korea. 

It was because it was so easy to reverse, that these researchers, were able to reverse the Jiu Xuan Zai Zai 

Pills in the shortest possible time. 

At this time, Smith rubbed his chin and spoke, “I’ve also dealt with drugs for half my life at the FDA, I 

really don’t understand, if it’s just a plant ingredient, how can it be so effective?” 

Rogers shrugged his shoulders and spread his hands, “Then only God knows, and we, only need to know 

how it’s made and how it actually works, not how it actually works, there are many things in this world 

where you can’t understand the principle, just like what the Easterners often call metaphysics, you can’t 

f*cking figure it out.” 



By this time, five patients, two minutes into their doses. 

A large number of doctors were gathered around them, constantly monitoring all their physical 

indicators and at the same time constantly asking them exactly how they felt after taking the medicine. 

However, two minutes had pa*sed and although their blood pressure, heart rate and other indicators 

had slightly improved and the patients themselves could detect a certain sense of strength, none of 

their tumour indicators, however, had any substantial change. 

That is to say, when these medicines went into the patients’ stomachs, apart from making them feel a 

certain boost in physical strength, they had no curative effect on the cancer at all. 

This was completely different from how they had behaved yesterday when they took the genuine Jiu 

Xuan Zai Zai Pills. 

Yesterday, these doctors had witnessed the obvious changes in the tumours in their bodies. 

But today, they had caught nothing. 

After waiting for ten minutes, everything was still not progressing, Logos couldn’t help but frown: “Is 

there something wrong with the medicine we reversed out? Are there still some discrepancies in the 

ingredients and formula?” 

“No.” The head of the team that first reversed this drug said very seriously, “We have even made the 

precision to the microgram level and molecular level, to a level where we can’t see any difference at all, 

so we can almost say it’s identical!” 

The heads of the other teams all agreed, saying that they had also done research on the medicine that 

came out in reverse, as well as comparing it with the Jiu Xuan Zai Zai Pill, and they could no longer see 

any differences exist. 

However, it was just too unbelievable that the exact same thing was taken by the patients without any 

therapeutic effect. 

Half an hour had pa*sed and five patients still did not notice any therapeutic effect. 

Disappointed, Ruggles spoke, “Give the patients the Nine Mysterious Reclamation Pills and see!” 

The doctors immediately started, giving the patients a second Nine Mysterious Reclamation Pill instead. 

The face-punching situation immediately appeared. 

All the patients once again showed a significant improvement in their cancer-related indicators when 

they took the genuine Jiu Xuan Zai Zai Pills! 

This proved that the Jiu Xuan Zai Zai Pills, when taken, immediately provided definite therapeutic effects 

on the tumours! 

This left a whole bunch of people even more at a loss. 

Rutgers cursed under his breath, “Thisisun-f*-cking-believable!” 



“This is f*cking like, the Chinese made a pizza with wheat, cheese, vegetables, mushrooms and tomato 

sauce, and it turns out the pizza is not only f*cking filling, it’s a f*cking cure for cancer!” 

“And then we make the exact same pizza with the same wheat, the same cheese, the same vegetables, 

the same mushrooms and the same tomato sauce, using the same recipe process, and it doesn’t do sh*t 

except fill your f*cking stomach!” 

“It’s f*cking …… unscientific!” 
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The whole laboratory was in a state of despair because of the failure of the drug test. 

The reason for the despair was not that they could not imitate the Jiu Xuan Recycle Pill, but that they 

had already imitated it on a one-to-one basis, but the result was very different. 

This instantly brought everyone to a dead end. 

If it was useless to imitate it exactly the same, then what the hell should they do to make it work? 

He paced back and forth with the imitation pill in his hand, mumbling, “What should we do next …… 

What should we do next …… If making it exactly the same doesn’t work, should we try in a different 

direction? What’s the next step to try in a different direction?” 

Several of the pharmaceutical experts were also full of frustration. 

In all their years of practice, they had never encountered anything so unbelievable. 

Smith pondered for a moment, remembered something and asked Rutgers, “Could it be that Jiu Xuan 

Pharmaceuticals has some different process in the preparation process?” 

Rogers rubbed his forehead and asked, “What exactly does that mean?” 

Smith said, “Like do they use boiling and then air-drying, or do they use baking, or do they expose it to 

the sun for seventy-nine days or something like that ……” 

Rutgers was confused and asked, “Why seventy-nine days? What’s the logic?” 

Smith said, “I don’t know, my daughter is reading the English version of Journey to the West, a Chinese 

mythology, and in that the immortals who make the pills usually use square numbers, like seven, seven, 

forty-nine, ninety-nine, eighty-one ……” 

Rutgers said awkwardly, “That’s pretty f*cking lax, isn’t it?” 

Smith said seriously, “This whole thing is becoming just metaphysical now, so we have to think about 

whether there’s something metaphysical that we haven’t noticed too.” 

Saying that, Smith added, “By the way, I’ve heard that there is a lot to be said for Chinese medicine 

itself, such as how much water to add, how long to boil it for, and whether to boil it on high or low heat, 

it comes out differently ……” 



Smith remembered something and hastily added: “By the way, it is also said in the Journey to the West 

that sometimes it is necessary to use rootless water to make the elixir, if you use other water it won’t 

achieve the desired medicinal effect!” 

Logos rubbed his temples and asked him, “What is this rootless water again?” 

Smith said, “The so-called rootless water, as explained above in the Journey to the West is rainwater 

that comes down from the sky, and because it comes from the sky, it is said to be rootless water.” 

Rutgers almost fainted and blurted out, “Isn’t all water, no matter where it comes from, H2O? What 

makes rainwater any better than any other water? Isn’t rain water also converted from water vapour 

evaporating from the ocean?” 

Smith spread his hands and said, “So that’s metaphysics! It would be science if it had a scientific basis, 

and it’s called metaphysics precisely because it doesn’t have a scientific basis.” 

Rutgers asked him, “So what you’re saying is that next we’re going to have different teams, all trying to 

prepare this recipe in different ways? Like who cooks it on high heat and who cooks it on low heat, who 

uses natural air drying and who uses high temperature roasting? And then have them try different 

waters, like who uses rain water from the sky, who uses well water from the ground, who uses snow 

water from melting snow mountains?” 

Smith said awkwardly, “I know, it sounds like a strange thing to say, but I really don’t think that there’s 

any better way to do it now, with all the fuss the White House has put us through, we can’t just declare 

it a failure in less than a day, can we? That way, what’s the difference between everyone and a bunch of 

losers in the eyes of the White House?” 
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Rutgers, desperate for tears, blurted out, “Smith …… we’re all scientists here, and they’re not 

professional to have scientists doing this kind of metaphysical stuff ……” 

Smith said, “There’s no way, do it the hard way, or what?” 

At this point, an Asian-faced researcher, who had gathered the courage to speak up, said, “Mr Rogers, I 

suggest that it would be best if we could make a field trip to Jinling and then bring back a batch of 

environmental samples to study, such as the air, soil, groundwater, surface water and rainfall and 

rainwater there.” 

Seeing that he had an Asian face, Rogers asked curiously, “You’re Chinese?” 

“No, I am Japanese.” 

Rutgers asked again, “Do you feel the need to go to such trouble to visit the area?” 

The man replied with a serious look on his face, “Before I emigrated to the United States, I did microbial 

research and development in Japan for many years, at a time when Japan was experiencing an economic 

take-off and all industries were copying to catch up with the best products from overseas, not just 

automobiles, optics, steel, medicine and all that, but even the sake making industry!” 



The man went on to explain, “At that time. Many Japanese distilleries entrusted us to help them reverse 

the development of European and American whisky as well as Chinese Maotai wine, and then imitate 

them. Western whisky was easy enough, and we soon had a breakthrough, and it didn’t take long for 

Japanese whisky to become blue, surpa*sing European products in quality and taste, and taking a large 

market share, but only Chinese Maotai wine failed to imitate it. ” 

Rutgers asked him, “Why? Is there something special about Maotai wine?” 

“It is indeed very special.” The Japanese-American researcher explained, “We used the same method to 

reverse the development of Maotai wine and found that the taste was always much worse!” 

“The same process, the same materials, the same recipe, only in that part of Maotai can you produce 

that kind of wine, and if you leave that part of the world, even if you imitate it, it’s still a little less 

soulful. .” 

Rutgers was busy asking, “Did you finally find out what the problem was?” 

“Yes.” The other party explained, “We then looked carefully at the microflora of the wine during the 

brewing process and found that the microorganisms were always different from those of the local 

Maotai wine, even though we had quietly taken the Maotai wine quill out and brought it back to Japan 

to cultivate it, it still didn’t work.” 

After a pause, the other party added, “We finally came to the conclusion that pure Maotai wine can only 

be made in that part of Maotai, in that very unique environment of theirs, where the climate, altitude, 

humidity and the local water resources all play an extremely subtle, but extremely important role.” 

“I see ……” Rutgers gritted his teeth and spoke, “It seems that there is something very subtle going on 

here …… ” 

After saying that, Rogers asked him with an admiring look on his face, “What’s your name? What 

company do you work for?” 

The other party hurriedly bowed excitedly and spoke, “My name is Nakamura Junpei, before I 

immigrated to the United States, I worked at the National Research Institute, then I jumped ship to work 

for Kobayashi Pharmaceutical as a microbial pharmaceutical research and development, and now I work 

for the Johnson & Johnson Group! I am very honoured to be involved in the development of this miracle 

drug this time! I will definitely give my all and do my best!” 

“Kobayashi Pharmaceuticals ……” Rogers asked in surprise, “The same Kobayashi Pharmaceuticals that 

was acquired by Jiuxuan Pharmaceuticals?” 

“Yes!” Nakamura Junpei immediately nodded, “I left when Kobayashi Pharmaceuticals later gave up on 

microbial drugs and fully transformed into Chinese medicines.” 

“Good!” Logos nodded and spoke, “In that case, then you will form a team and leave for China 

immediately to conduct research and study! See what’s so special about the location of Jiu Xuan 

Pharmaceutical! By the way, we’ll also try out the Jiu Xuan Recycle Pill there to see if it will work or not!” 
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Hearing that ROGERS had asked him to lead a team to China to investigate and research, Nakamura 

Junpei was overwhelmed with excitement. 

He agreed almost without hesitation, stood up straight like a soldier, then bowed and said, “Please don’t 

worry, Mr. Rogers, I will do my best to complete the mission!” 

Satisfied with his attitude, Rutgers said, “When you arrive in China, make sure you get all the details 

right and don’t miss a single clue!” 

Nakamura Junpei nodded his head repeatedly and said without hesitation, “I will do my best!” 

Although Nakamura Junpei had been working very hard for so many years since he came to the United 

States, he had never been given much attention in the European and American-dominated team 

because he was of Asian descent, and so he had never been given good opportunities for promotion. 

As he continues to grow older, Nakamura Junpei has started to worry about his future in the past two 

years. 

His current income in the US is not much, to say the least, but it is certainly a lot, to say the least. 

But because his wife is a very traditional Japanese woman whose daily job is to stay at home and raise 

her children, he has to carry all the expenses of the whole family on his own. 

Toshihira Nakamura has three children, the eldest is about to go to university and the younger two are 

both in secondary school, but because they are all halfway immigrants, they do not speak English very 

well, and their grades in American schools are only average. 

His eldest son, in particular, is about to go to university but has no chance of getting a university 

scholarship, so all the costs of future university education will cost at least $30,000 to $40,000 a year. 

Add to this the mortgage, car payments, property taxes and all other expenses, and the pressure on 

Toshihira Nakamura is growing. 

So, now that he has reached middle age, all he can think about is moving up the ladder. 

At the very least, he must be able to make his wife and children’s future life and studies easier and free 

from aggression. 

That’s why, when he heard the exchange between Rutgers and Smith, he volunteered to come forward 

and win Rutgers’ favour with his remarks. 

Rogers was indeed pleased with him and said, “Your Japanese culture and customs are all derived from 

Chinese, I believe you must be closer to the core essence of Jiu Xuan Pharmaceuticals than anyone else 

here, and with an Oriental face like yours, you are also safer than others when you arrive in China, so 

you must not let me down, and when you arrive in China, just ask for anything you need, and I will do 

my best to meet it. I will do my best to satisfy you.” 

“Yes Mr Rogers!” Nakamura Junpei said excitedly, “Then I’ll start working on the preparations and leave 

as soon as possible!” 



Rogers nodded and said to the others, “Any of you who are chosen by Toshihira Nakamura will be at his 

disposal and command unconditionally, he is the captain of this contingent and the sole supreme 

commander!” 

They all nodded their heads in agreement. 

Nakamura Junpei then immediately began to select his team members. 

While he was actively preparing for his trip to China, the head of the military here had already reported 

ROGERS’ decision to the White House. 

After learning that the reverse development had encountered some difficulties, the White House 

immediately instructed the CIA to send agents to Jinling to try to obtain the full formula of the Jiu Xuan 

Zai Zai Pill directly from within Jiu Xuan Pharmaceutical. 

To them, this drug was too important to pin all their hopes on the reverse development. 

…… 

Meanwhile, Jinling, China. 

The news of Jiu Xuan Zai Zai Pills is high on the global scale. 

This not only made Jiu Xuan Pharmaceutical famous, but also caused sales of Jiu Xuan Stomach Pills to 

climb rapidly. 

Patients who had not used Jiu Xuan Stomach Pills before also took the initiative to choose Jiu Xuan 

Stomach Pills because of this huge breakthrough of Jiu Xuan Reclaim Pills. 

And with its powerful medicinal effects, Jiu Xuan Stomach Pill made these patients even more impressed 

with Jiu Xuan Pharmaceutical. 

Taking advantage of this momentum, Wei Liang then started the promotion of Jiu Xuan Liver Protective 

Tablets and Jiu Xuan Solid Gold San. 

When the outside world learned that Jiu Xuan Pharmaceutical had another new drug and a new health 

product coming to market, almost everyone waited for the official launch of these two products. 
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In their opinion, if Jiu Xuan Pharmaceuticals can even develop a special medicine for cancer, and if Jiu 

Xuan Stomach San itself is extremely effective, then the other products will not be any less advanced, 

and may even be the best. 

According to Wei Liang’s plan, in a month’s time, Jiu Xuan Liver Protective Tablets and Jiu Xuan Solid 

Gold Pill will be launched worldwide. 

While the entire Jiu Xuan Pharmaceuticals was working feverishly, Wei Liang sensed a hint of something 

unusual. 

Ever since the news about Jiu Xuan Zai Zai Pills came out, he noticed that there were more people of all 

kinds around Jiu Xuan Pharmaceutical’s factory. 



The most numerous of these were media reporters. 

They all wanted to interview Wei Liang and ask him for more information about Jiu Xuan Zai Zai Pills. 

This was something Wei Liang was used to. 

In addition, there were more patients and their families who wanted to buy some Jiu Xuan Zai Zai Pills. 

Although the security guards kept explaining patiently and told them that Jiu Xuan Zai Zai Pills were not 

yet available, they still did not want to leave. 

But this did not make Wei Liang feel anything strange. 

What really made Wei Liang notice something unusual was that since yesterday, there were many more 

people from unknown sources around the factory. 

Many security guards and employees reported that there were more people dressed as tourists around 

the factory, and there were many different kinds of vehicles parked on the roadside around the factory, 

and traffic control staff could not even drive them away when they came to put a sticker on them. 

In addition, there were also people who were distractedly handing out leaflets near the factory, and 

there were even people hiding a few kilometres away who were flying drones over Jiu Xuan 

Pharmaceuticals to take pictures. 

Upon receiving this feedback, Wei Liang felt that Jiu Xuan Pharmaceuticals was now being watched by 

countless people, which made him feel somewhat apprehensive. 

He then reported the news to Ye Chen, who was increasingly worried that someone might be after this 

batch of pills, as there were still many Jiu Xuan Zai Zai Pills in his office. 

Ye Chen then immediately asked Chen Zekai to arrange for a number of Wan Long Temple generals to 

be stationed at Jiu Xuan Pharmaceutical, and the only task of these men was to secretly ensure the 

safety of Wei Liang’s office. 

The incident of Ichiro Kobayashi stealing the medicine was still fresh in Ye Chen’s mind, and now that 

the popularity of Jiu Xuan Zai Zai Pills has skyrocketed worldwide, it is really necessary to strictly stop 

such things from happening. 

Just after instructing Richard Chen, Ye Chen received a phone call from Wan Bajun, who said respectfully 

on the other end of the line, “Mr. Ye, I heard that your Jiu Xuan Zai Zai Pills are being developed in 

reverse in the United States!” 

Ye Chen asked curiously, “Is that so? How did you know about it?” 

Wan Bajun said, “Our intelligence network is all over the United States, and we have informants in all 

walks of life, and it just so happens that one of my informants is currently in one of the reverse research 

and development teams.” 

As he said that, Wan Bajun then reported what he had heard to Ye Chen. 

After listening, Ye Chen wasn’t surprised by this American approach. 



When he had asked Wei Liang to bring the Jiu Xuan Recycle Pill to the United States, he had expected 

that the other party would definitely go all out to reverse the development of this medicine. 

However, he did not take this to heart in the slightest because he knew very well that even if the US 

emptied its entire treasury to develop the Jiu Xuan Zai Zai Pill, it was absolutely impossible to achieve 

success. 

Therefore, instead of worrying about their reverse research and development, Ye Chen was worried that 

they would not fall for this ploy. 

As long as they took this bait, what awaited them was a never-ending dead end. 

However, what Ye Chen was really surprised about was Wan Bajun’s intelligence network. 

He asked Wan Bajun, “I’m a bit curious, why would a pharmaceutical R&D expert, also become your 

informant? Also, how did he think up to reveal this information to you?” 
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Hearing Ye Chen’s question, Wan Bajun explained, “Our Wan Long Temple used to be in the mercenary 

field and our biggest competitors were all in the United States, so we set up an anonymous intelligence 

trading network in the United States, in theory, anyone who felt they had some kind of valuable 

information could submit an application to sell a lead in this intelligence network of ours. ” 

Ye Chen asked curiously, “I want to know, this trading network of yours, how exactly does it work?” 

Wan Bajun continued, “First of all, we have searched for more suitable targets for breakthroughs among 

the more elite groups in all walks of life in the U.S. Such targets are usually the kind of people who have 

a greater desire for money, or who have major problems with their financial situation, they are bent on 

making money, and as long as there is an opportunity, they will definitely not let go.” 

“After we find such a person, we will contact him privately and anonymously and tell him that we have 

such a website that allows him to sell information risk-free and make a large sum of money easily, and 

generally speaking, they will be moved after knowing this.” 

Saying that, Wan Bajun explained again, “After he knows about this platform, he can sell any intelligence 

to us at any time, if he happens to have a confidential intelligence in his hand, and he thinks that this 

intelligence can be exchanged for money, then he will go on this website and fill out an application for 

sale.” 

“In the application, he has to roughly describe the general direction of this intelligence he has, and the 

relevant information, and our reviewers, after seeing the application, will manually screen it based on 

what they have filled out.” 

“If the information is of no value to us, we will not respond, and in that case the transaction will not 

proceed;” 

“But if the general direction of the intelligence is of value to us, we will communicate directly with the 

other party to ask for more information.” 



“After determining that this intelligence is indeed what we need, we will negotiate a trade price with the 

other party and then trade the intelligence online.” 

Ye Chen asked again, “How can you safeguard the other party in such a transaction? If he sells 

confidential information to you, I think he must be taking a lot of risks.” 

Wan Bajun said, “We are using an absolutely anonymous online exchange method, and the whole 

process will be done through our hacking team, erasing all relevant information of the other party, so no 

one can check them out.” 

“Moreover, we won’t settle cash or remittances to them either, we all use a cryptocurrency similar to 

Bitcoin to transact with the other party.” 

“The cryptocurrency is basically a cryptographic string, and this cryptographic string is anonymous, there 

is no way to trace it, no one can find out how it circulates.” 

“So we just need to give this cryptographic string to him and he can exchange it for dollars on the 

trading platform, which greatly protects their safety.” 

Speaking of this, Wan Bajun added, “The reason why this information came to me today was because 

that pharmaceutical expert felt that the Nine Mysterious Reclamation Pill was extremely hot right now, 

so maybe someone was willing to buy information related to it, so this person submitted an application 

on the website, and after our people saw it, they immediately reported it to me, and we ended up using 

half a million dollars worth of cryptocurrency , and bought this intelligence from the other party.” 
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Hearing this, Ye Chen could not help but praise, “I always thought that the Ten Thousand Dragons Hall 

put emphasis on strength and not strategy, but I never thought that you guys were also thick and thin.” 

Wan Bajun was busy saying, “Mr. Ye is overly praised, we have been running this intelligence network 

for three years now, and the amount of intelligence acquired is still very large, but most of the 

intelligence, may not be of much use to us, only the small amount of intelligence after the big waves are 

truly meaningful.” 

Saying that, Wan Bajun added: “Right Mr. Ye, besides them taking the initiative to sell intelligence, we 

will also take the initiative to acquire it occasionally, for example, we will push some keywords to them, 

take the Jiu Xuan Zai Zai Pills, if we are very concerned about it, we will send a direct message to all our 

informants, telling them that we are seeking for intelligence related to the Jiu Xuan Zai Pills, in this way 

The probability of intelligence gathering will be a bit higher, so if you need to pay attention to any aspect 

of intelligence in the future, you can tell me the keywords and I can have the relevant person in charge 

follow up secretly, or I can have him release information directly to solicit for leads.” 

Ye Chen said gratefully, “Good! This intelligence network has really exceeded my expectations! Very 

good! It might really be of great use in the future!” 

As he said that, Ye Chen added, “Right, Broken Jun, have the relevant person in charge continue to help 

me focus on other clues about the Nine Mysterious Rejuvenation Pill, and also the Spring Return Pill.” 



Wan Jun asked, “Mr. Ye, do you want to pay attention secretly, or do you want to take the initiative to 

solicit? 

Ye Chen said, “Just keep an eye on it secretly.” 

“Okay Mr. Ye!” Wan Bajun said respectfully, “I will inform the head of the intelligence network later, and 

report back to you as soon as there is any news!” 

Ye Chen gave a hmph and asked him again, “Right, how is the progress of the armed escort matter?” 

Wan Bajun said, “The generals of the Ten Thousand Dragon Hall have finished preparing, and will start 

boarding one after another tomorrow and the day after tomorrow to do armed escort for the cargo 

ships of the Isuzu Shipping.” 

“Good.” Ye Chen said with satisfaction, “I am in Jinling, waiting for your good news from the Gulf of 

Aden!” 

…… 

After hanging up the call with Wan Breaking Jun, Ye Chen first summoned Chen Zekai and Hong Wu to 

Hong Wu’s dog farm. 

After the three of them met, Ye Chen got straight to the point and spoke, “Wan Bajun revealed to me 

that there are many teams over in the United States that are developing the Jiu Xuan Recycle Pill in 

reverse, and even sent a team to Jinling, I reckon they must not only have the direction of reverse 

research and development, they might also have bad intentions towards Jiu Xuan Pharmaceutical.” 

Chen Zekai asked, “Young master, so what do we do now?” 

Ye Chen laughed, “If they stay on their own turf and do reverse research, I don’t care at all, just let them 

do it, but if they come around like flies and buzz around my ears, then I’ll have to get the fly swatter 

ready in advance.” 

As he said that, Ye Chen looked at Hong Wu and said, “Hong Wu, you have a large number of junior 

brothers under you, and you are involved in all walks of life, so you should have them start paying close 

attention to the airport and the high-speed railway station today. Take a clear picture.” 

Hong Wu immediately nodded and said, “No problem! I’ll make the arrangements, don’t worry, Master 

Ye!” 

Ye Chen smiled faintly and said to Chen Zekai, “Old Chen, the photos taken by Hong Wu’s brother will all 

be sent to you. suitable opportunity, and bring him here directly to me!” 
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Wan Bajun’s intelligence network soon impressed Ye Chen again. 

When Wan Bajun searched for the Spring Return Pill within the intelligence network, he immediately 

searched for several pieces of intelligence information that were anonymously for sale. 

He bought all of this information and then forwarded it to Ye Chen. 



Ye Chen carefully combed through this batch of intelligence information related to the Spring Return Pill 

and found that none of them had much gold content. 

The more reliable ones were only three. 

The first one was: “It is known that a miracle medicine exists in the world that can bring back the dead 

and rejuvenate the young, called the Spring Return Pill, and the last empress of Northern Europe was 

able to recover from her illness because of this medicine, which is said to come from China and is 

extremely mysterious!” 

The second article reads, “The famous Chinese American feng shui master, Lai Ching Wah, has 

personally admitted that the reason he is still physically fit and strong today is because he has taken a 

mysterious oriental elixir called the rejuvenating elixir, which is said to be able to prolong one’s life by 

ten to twenty years, and many Chinese tycoons are now foolishly excited about it, and even some native 

American tycoons are also suspicious. ” 

The third article reads, “The royal families of many European countries are inquiring about information 

related to the rejuvenation pill, and the one with the greatest interest is the British royal family. It is said 

that the Crown Prince, Duke Philip, attended Helena’s enthronement ceremony in Northern Europe and 

heard the Nordic Queen’s account of the rejuvenation pill, but after he returned to Britain, he did not 

tell the Queen about it, and after the Queen learned about it from other sources, she became very upset 

with Philip The Duke was very displeased and was now planning to find this divine elixir at any cost!” 

The first and second pieces of information proved that Helena’s grandmother, as well as Mr. Lai Ching 

Wah Lai, were indeed promoting the Spring Return Pill. 

The third piece of information was slightly more subtle, the Crown Prince had not informed his mother 

of the Spring Return Pill, thinking that he did not want her to know about the existence of this medicine? 

However, Ye Chen thought that the Crown Prince might be thinking too much, because although the 

British royal family was quite rich, it was nothing compared to those rich people who were worth 

hundreds of billions of dollars, and even if they had the strength to meet the minimum requirements for 

bidding, I was afraid that they would not be able to escape the fate of running away with them. 

After reading these messages, Ye Chen called and asked Wan Bajun, “Bajun, how much did you spend on 

these messages?” 

Wan Breaking Jun said, “About one hundred thousand US dollars.” 

Ye Chen smiled and asked, “Why did the message related to the Jiu Xuan Reclamation Pill just now cost 

US$500,000, while the three messages related to the Spring Return Pill only sold for US$100,000?” 

Wan Bajun explained, “Mr. Ye, the psychological price of an information provider is related to the 

influence of the information, and now the Jiu Xuan Zai Zai Pill is really too hot. After the Mayo Center 

released the information, the Jiu Xuan Zai Zai Pill immediately became unknown to everyone around the 

world, and secretly there are many countries and pharmaceutical companies salivating for this medicine. 

So the intelligence provider’s psychological price is naturally very high.” 

Ye Chen laughed: “For the time being, we can only let Spring Return Dan suffer a little.” 



As he said that, Ye Chen asked, “By the way, do you have any information related to me in this 

intelligence network?” 

Wan Bajun busily said, “Back to Mr. Ye, before I went up to Ye Ling Mountain, I did not know about your 

existence, and after I came down from Ye Ling Mountain, I did not dare to inquire about information 

related to you.” 

“And, to be honest, this intelligence network of ours is not omnipotent, because we have to ensure its 

safety, so we cannot make a big announcement to the whole world, we can only develop informants 

little by little like an underground intelligence network, so, so far, not many people know about it 

either.” 

“In addition to that, those informants who specialise in providing intelligence for it are basically in the 

United States, apart from the United States, there are still some in the Middle East, the rest of the 

region is very few, and even if someone has uploaded intelligence from other regions, but because it has 

nothing to do with us directly, we won’t buy it, and after the uploader finds that intelligence from other 

regions won’t sell here, they won’t sell it anymore .” 

“Because of these reasons, in the intelligence network, there is very little intelligence related to China, I 

had searched for information related to the Ye family before I went up to Ye Lingshan, and there wasn’t 

much relevant content.” 

Chapter 3679 

Ye Chen couldn’t help but sigh, “This kind of intelligence network would indeed have a rather awkward 

situation, if less people knew about it, the security would be high, but accordingly, the intelligence 

content would also be low, but if more people knew about it, the security would be greatly reduced, and 

if the security couldn’t be guaranteed, there would be no point in having more intelligence content.” 

“Yes.” Wan Bajun spoke, “We have started slowly expanding the size of our informants in Europe some 

time ago, hoping to cover Europe as well.” 

Ye Chen asked him, “Since these informants of yours are all developed offline, their identities are not 

confidential to you, right?” 

“Right.” Wan Bajun explained, “We know who they are so that we can ensure that they won’t just make 

up some fake information on the intelligence network and sell it to us, however, we will also do our best 

to protect their privacy to ensure that after they sell the information to us, only we will know about it 

and no one else will be able to find out.” 

Saying that, Wan Bajun added: “Right Mr. Ye, if you are interested in this intelligence network, my 

subordinates will push you a software installation package later, and then give you a top authority 

management account, so if you want to search for any intelligence in the future, you can operate 

directly in it.” 

Ye Chen smiled, “If it’s convenient, that would be great.” 

Ye Chen was eager to search for his father’s name in this system and see if he could search for any 

relevant information. 



Wan Bajun respectfully said, “Mr. Ye, the entire Ten Thousand Dragons Hall is yours, what’s this little 

matter.” 

After saying that, he immediately said, “Wait a moment, I will push the installation package to you, the 

account pa*sword will be sent to you later via SMS, before you can officially use it, you need to do face 

recognition as well as live authentication, once you pa*s the authentication, you can use it.” 

Ye Chen was satisfied and said, “Good, you push it to me!” 

Soon after, Wan Bajun pushed a software installation package to Ye Chen. 

After Ye Chen downloaded and installed the software, the account pa*sword was also sent over. 

He immediately logged into this software, entered his account pa*sword, did face recognition and live 

authentication, and after everything was verified correctly, he entered the backend of this software. 

The page was full of scrolling English messages, each with a simple sentence summarising, for example, 

the latest movement of the White House in the Middle East, the latest changes within Blackwater, and 

so on. 

Ye Chen clicked on the one about Blackwater, and after entering, there was a newsletter-like interface, 

which read: “There is a recent trend of changes in Blackwater’s internal staff, involving the number two 

and three leaders, this information contains all the specific information of the changes, for a price of 

US$300,000. 

Underneath the newsletter, there are two options, one is to talk to the publisher and the other is to buy 

it directly. 

If you choose to talk to the publisher, then you will be taken to a chat screen and if you send a message 

to the other party, they will receive it immediately. 

If you choose to buy directly, then the system will directly send $300,000 worth of cryptocurrency to the 

other party’s e-wallet, and the payment will be made at the real-time exchange rate. 

If, after communicating with the other party, a new price is negotiated, say US$100,000, then the seller 

of the information will modify the price in his back office, and the buyer will simply pay after the other 

party has modified the price to complete the transaction. 

The whole process and logic of the transaction was actually similar to the transaction between a 

merchant and a buyer on an e-commerce website. 

Ye Chen returned to the home page of the software and tried to search for his name in the search bar, 

including Chinese and Chinese pinyin, but there was no information related to him. 

He also searched for his father Ye Chang Ying’s name and pinyin, but there were no results either. 

Ye Chen could not help but be a little disappointed. 

However, on second thought, it had been almost twenty years since his father’s death, and this 

intelligence network of Wan Bajun had only been in place for a few years, so it was normal that there 

was no information about his father in it after so many years. 



Although there was no way that this intelligence network could provide help in finding out the truth 

about his parents’ death, it must still be of great use to him in the future if he wanted to lead the Ye 

family to the world! 

Chapter 3680 

For the next two days, a large number of Hongwu’s minions concentrated at the airport and the high-

speed railway station. 

They carried out various disguises and secretly photographed all the expatriates who entered Jinling in 

the past two days, and later aggregated the photos to Richard Chen. 

More than ten generals from the Hall of Ten Thousand Dragons hid near the factory of Jiu Xuan 

Pharmaceuticals, screening every suspicious person who appeared there. 

However, after arriving in Jinling, Nakamura Junpei and his group did not immediately head to the 

vicinity of Jiu Xuan Pharmaceutical. They first rented a villa in the outskirts of Jinling and were waiting 

for the American side to use special channels to give them the instruments and equipment needed for 

various experiments. 

At the same time, the fever for the Jiu Xuan Recycle Pill continued to climb. 

Because the reverse research and development had not been successful, the Americans did not dare to 

renege on the agreement reached between Smith and Ye Chen. 

Therefore, the Mayo Centre was still releasing Jimmy’s physical changes to the public every day after 

taking the Jiu Xuan Zai Zai Pills. 

In addition to this, the other four patients who received the Jiu Xuan Zai Zai Pills, after their names and 

identities were withheld, their treatment process and results, were also released. 

The four terminal cancer patients, after receiving the Jiu Xuan Zai Zai Pill, have seen their health improve 

and their vital signs stabilise, and their remarkable efficacy has made the Jiu Xuan Zai Zai Pill even more 

highly regarded around the world. 

At the same time, Jiu Xuan Pharmaceuticals also opened up the application for free trials in China, and 

the number of free trials in China was 100. 

After all, the FDA spent US$100 million to obtain a mere 20 boxes of Jiu Xuan Zai Zhuan Pills. 

This time, Jiu Xuan Pharmaceuticals is taking out more than 600 boxes to promote free trials in the 

country, and once this news came out, it immediately made the whole country feel better about Jiu 

Xuan Pharmaceuticals. 

This time, Jiu Xuan Pharmaceutical’s application requirements were written very clearly, patients who 

met the definition of terminal clinical stage must apply for the trial. 

A very detailed and well-defined point policy was required to select these one hundred people. 

This points policy is determined by a combination of factors. 



These include: the patient’s educational status, the patient’s receipt of various commendations, 

whether the patient has a criminal record, the actual financial situation of the patient’s family, the 

patient’s family members, etc., all of which have a significant impact on the points awarded. 

In theory, patients who are highly educated, highly qualified, have no criminal records, have received 

repeated commendations but are from poor families, and are also in their young and middle age, with 

old and young children, are most likely to be elected. 

Ye Chen also knows very well that it may not be 100% fair to engage in screening in this way. 

People with high education, high quality and no criminal records are understandable, after all, such 

people naturally have greater contribution as well as value to society, and from the traditional Chinese 

moral viewpoint, it makes the most sense for good people to live a long life. 

What really got the community talking more intensely was why preference was given to those from 

poorer backgrounds. 

There are many people asking online whether people from well-off families don’t have a chance to 

survive. 

To answer this question, Ye Chen compiled a paragraph and had Wei Liang publish it to Jiu Xuan 

Pharmaceutical’s official microblogging account. 

The pa*sage read, “For the same end-stage cancer patients, those with good financial conditions, it may 

take ten years from the detection of the disease to the development of the end stage; but those with 

poor financial conditions, it may only take six months from the detection of the disease to the 

development of the end stage.” 

“In other words, patients who are financially well off have gotten themselves a longer survival cycle in 

the past.” 

“So we would prefer that this limited opportunity be given to those patients from poorer families so that 

they can live longer and so that they can take on more for their families.” 

 


